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The 35th Meeting of the Joint OECD/NEA-IAEA Uranium Group will take place in Paris, France, at the OECD Headquarters, Château de la Muette, 2 rue André Pascal, 75016 Paris. The meeting will commence at 9:30 a.m. on Tuesday 28 October 2003 in conference room D of the château. The meeting is expected to last until noon on 30 October.

Given the formalities for admission to NEA, the secretariat would like to have in advance (by 1 October 2003) the names of all delegates who will participate in this meeting. Delegates are requested to confirm their participation directly to the NEA Secretariat and the IAEA Secretariat.

Delegates participating are advised that the security arrangements in force at the OECD require individuals to present an identity document (such as a passport) upon arrival, which bears their photograph. This document will be requested at the time of issuing the delegate’s badge for the meeting. It may also be necessary to present it together with the badge every time OECD premises are entered from the outside.

Participating delegates are also advised that they may require a valid passport and visa for entry into France. Accordingly, it would be advisable to begin the immediate preparation of travel arrangements and necessary authorisations. Please advise the Secretariats as soon as possible if a formal letter of invitation is needed in order to facilitate the visa request.
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AGENDA

1. Introductory remarks.
3. Election of the Uranium Group Bureau.
4. Matters arising from the 34th Meeting of the Uranium Group and Approval of the Summary Record.
6. Recent Member country developments in the field of uranium geology, exploration/exploitation technology, uranium policy, industry developments and related environmental activities [all delegates are requested to bring a brief status report for distribution. Electronic versions are preferred to permit later posting of the report on the secure Uranium Group website].
7. Red Book online status review and demonstration.
8. Uranium market update.
10. United States Energy Information Administration uranium market model.
11. IAEA Secretariat Report on activities in the field of uranium geology and exploration/exploitation technology.
13. Presentation and discussion of the itinerary of the 2004 Uranium Group meeting.
14. Other business.
15. Adjournment.